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ABSTRACT
In this thesis we are mainly concerned with 
the order of the group A(G) of automorphisms of a finite 
p-group G.
First we determine the order of the group of 
central automorphisms A^(G) of G in terms of the 
invariants of its center Z and G/G', when G is a purely 
non-abelian group (PN-group). For the general case 
G = HxK, where H is abelian and K is a PN-group we show 
that
|Ag(G)| = 1A(H)1lAg(K)I|Hom(K,H)I|Hom(H,Z(K)1 
SO that the general case is reduced to that of PN-groups. 
By using the class c of G we then get 
|A(G)| & |Ac(G)|.pC-l
These results are used in Chapter 3 to study 
groups for which |G | divides |A(G)| (LA-groups). It is 
shown that a non-abelian group G is an LA-group if it has 
any one of the following properties; (i) order p^, n  ^ 6 , 
(i'i) homocyclic lower central factors and exp G/G ’  ^ |Z|,
(iii) cyclic Frattini subgroup, (iv) certain normal sub­
groups of maximal class, (v) all two-maximal subgroups 
abelian, (vi) |G/Z|  ^p^.
In Chapter 4 we find a new bound for the 
function g(h) for which |A(G)|p k p^ whenever |G|  ^p^^^^ 
We reduce the previous best bound g(h) = |-h(h-3) + 3 
obtained by K.H. Hyde in [32] to g(h) =
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1.
INTRODUCTION
The number of automorphisms of a finite p-group 
G has been an interesting subject of research for a long 
time. Although a large number of papers have appeared on 
this topic, the size of the order of the automorphism group 
A(G) of G is a question which still remains open. Part of 
this interest has been focused upon the role played by the 
group Ac(G) of central automorphisms of G. Our contri­
bution consists in establishing the size of the order of 
the group A^(G). For PN-groups G , that is for purely 
non-abelian p-groups, we determine the order of A^(G) in 
terms of the invariants of G/G’ and its center Z. Then, 
when G = HxK, where H is abelian and K a PN-group, we show 
that |Ac(G)| = |A(H)I|A^(K)1|Hom(K,H)1|Hom(H,Z(K))I 
and |A(G)|  ^ |A(H)||A(K)||Hom (K,H)||Hom (H,Z(K))|
Finally we use the class c of G to obtain an even larger 
number of automorphisms. These results are used to study 
LA-groups, that is groups for which |G | divides |A(G)|, and 
to obtain a new bound for the function g(h) for which 
|A(G)|p k p^ whenever |G| k p®^^^.
It has been conjectured that if G is a non- 
cyclic finite p-group of order p^, n > 2, then G is an 
LA-group. This has been established for abelian p-groups 
and for certain other classes of p-groups [14], [15], [16], 
[42]. In Chapter 3 we extend this result to p-groups G 
which have any one of the following conditions: (i) order p^,
n 3 5 or for p ^ 2 , n  ^ 6 , (ii) homocyclic lower central 
factors and exp G/G*  ^ |Z|, (iii) cyclic Frattini subgroup.
(iv) a normal subgroup H of maximal class with G/H either
2
elementary abelian or cyclic of order p , (v) a maximal 
subgroup M which has a homomorphic image of maximal class, 
(vi) |G/Z|  ^ p^, (vii) all two-maximal subgroups abelian.
In Chapter 4 we consider functions g(h) such 
that if IG I k then |A(G)|p k p^. The existence of
such functions was first conjectured by W.R. Scott [43] 
who proved that g(2) = 3. Ledermann and Neumann proved 
that in the general case of finite groups (h-D^p^"^ + h 
works [36]. J.A. Green [20] and J.C. Howarth [29] have 
reduced this bound. The best (least) bound to date for 
finite p-groups is due to K.H. Hyde [32] and it is
g(hT= |hCh-3) + 3 for h a 5, g(h) = h + 1 for h 3 4.,
We improve this to g(h) = ^h^ for h a 12, g(h) = 2h - 2 
for h 3 11 and g(h) = h for h 3 5. This is definitely 
not the best possible. For example, by using a more
1 2elaborate technique we can reduce this bound to g(h) = yh 
for h a 50. Finally we consider the case when h is 
relatively large compared to c. Then we get g(h) = ^h(h-c) 
for h  ^ c + /3c-6. Also we show that if p^^  ^ |G|, n an 
integer, then we can take g(h) as a linear expression of h.
CHAPTER ONE
1. Notations and Definitions
Throughout this thesis, G is taken to be a finite 
p-group, p a prime number. We write H 3 G if H is a sub­
group of G, H < G if H is a proper subgroup of G, H <3 G 
if H is a normal subgroup of G and H Char G if H is a 
characteristic subgroup of G. For a subset A of G, <A>
denotes the subgroup of G generated by A. For abbreviation
<{a^, a^, ..., a^}> = <a^, ag, ..., a^>. The commutator 
[a, b], a, b € G is a"^ b”^ ab. Also for H, K 3 G,
[H, K] = <[h, k] [h € H, k € K>, and we have [H, K]<3 <H, K>. 
We denote the commutator subgroup [G, G] of G by G ’ and the 
center Z(G) of G by Z. For H 3 G, N^CH), Cq (H) is the 
normalizer, centralizer of H in G respectively. Also
Pj_(G) = <xP ]x £ G> and E^(G) = <X£G|xP = 1 >. Both Pj-(G)
and E^(G) are characteristic subgroups of G; we write P(G) 
for P^(G) and E(G) for E^(G). The order of G is denoted
by'I G I and |H|p is the greatest power of p which divides |H|.
We write [G:H] for the index of the subgroup H of G in G.
If x^ = 1  for every x c G we say that G has exponent and
we write exp G = p^. Any finite abelian p-group H of 
order p^ can be written as a direct product of cyclic 
groups H = C(p^l) X C(p^2) x ... x C(p^^), where C(p i) is
a, r
cyclic of order p i, a. k ... a a a 1 and E a, = a.
1 r i=l 1
The numbers a^, ag, are called the invariants of H.
The integer r and the invariants of H are uniquely deter­
mined (to within a reordering) and we say that H is of type
(a^, ... , a^). A group of type (a, a, a) is
called homocyclic and a group of type (1 , 1 , 1) is
called elementary abelian. Letting G = L^fG) and 
defining = [L^(G), G] we get the lower central
series of G : G=L^(G) > ....... Similarly letting Z^(G) = 1
defining Zj^^^(G) = {x e G | [x, y] € for all y c G}and
we get the upper central series of G; 1 < Z^(G) < ...
G is nilpotent of class c if, and only if L^(G) = 1, 
while Lc_i(G) ^ 1 , or equivalently, if, and only if 
Z^(G) = G , while 2^_^(G) # G. Thus for a nilpotent group 
G the lower and the upper central series of G have the 
same length c. Finite p-groups are always nilpotent.
We take the lower and the upper central series of G to be :
G = Lg(G) > L^(G) = G' > ... > L^.iCG) ^  1 > L^(G) = 1.
1 = Z^(G) < Z^(G) = Z < ... < Z2_i(G) ¥  G < Z^(G) = G.
It can be shown that L^(G)  ^ ZQ_^(G) and L^(G) ^ ^c-i-l^^)
for all i. When there is no possibility of confusion we 
write L^ for L^(G) and for Z^(G). If G is abelian,
L^ =, G ’ = 1 ,  Z = G so that c = 1. If G is non-abelian
of order p^, G has large class c if 2c > n, and G has
maximal class if c = n-1. In the second case
IG/L^l = |G/Zc_il = = P
SO that L, = Z . for all i. If G has order p^ and M is a1 c—1
maximal subgroup of G, then M has order p^”^ and M <3 G.
A maximal subgroup of a maximal subgroup of G is called a 
two-maximal subgroup of G . The intersection 0(G) of all 
maximal subgroups of G is called the Frattini subgroup of G. 
G/0(G) is elementary abelian and 0(G) contains the elements
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of G which are not generators of G. For |G/0(G)| = 
d = d(G) is the minimal number of generators of G. G is 
called a PN-group (purely non-abelian group) if it has no 
non-trivial abelian direct factor. G is called metacyclic 
if it has a normal subgroup H such that both H and G/H are 
cyclic. G is p-abelian if (ab)P = afb^ for all a, b e G.
It can be shown that G is p-abelian if, and only if, G is 
regular and exp G* = p. G is regular if for every a, b e G, 
(ab)P = a^b^c^ for some c c < a,b>*. For p * 2 if G ’ 
is cyclic, G is regular. G is called absolutely regular 
if |G/P(G)| < pP. An absolutely regular p-group is 
always regular ([23], p. 472). Absolutely regular 2- 
groups are cyclic and absolutely regular 3-groups are.meta­
cyclic. For any group H, Hom (G, H) is the set of all 
homomorphisms of G into H. Finally if H is abelian 
Hom (G, H) = Hom (G/G', H).
2. Elementary Properties
The following properties apply to all finite 
p-groups. Proofs are not given;• they can be found in 
[21], [22], [31], [44] and [49].
1. Every finite p-group is both nilpotent and soluble.
2. The center Z of G is not trivial and if |G|= p , G is
abelian.
3. If G is non-abelian, both G/G* and G/Z^_^ are not cyclic.
4. For j k i, [Zj, L^_^I  ^ Zj_^; in particular [Z^, L^_^] = 1
If G has class c, [L^, = 1, and if r is the
greatest integer with r  ^ Jc, then is abelian.
Let H be a normal subgroup of G.
5. G/H Is elementary abelian if, and only if, 0(G)  ^ H. 
Also «(G/H) % $(G)h /h and G = $(G)H implies G = H.
6. If G/G' has t invariants, then G can be generated by 
t elements,
7. If H 1, H n Z 1 ; if |H| = p, H £ Z.
8. |h| = p^ implies that H is contained in the center of 
some maximal subgroup of G .
9. |H| = p^ implies H £ Z^ .
10. H has a maximal subgroup which is normal in G .
11. L^(G/H) = Lj_(G) h/h for all i.
12. If H, K, L are normal subgroups of G, then [HK, L] = 
[H,L] [K,L] and [H,[K,L]]  ^ [[H,K],L] [[H,L],K].
3• Known Results
Throughout this thesis we use a number of known 
results on finite p-groups and their automorphisms. Some 
of these results are used quite frequently and are listed 
beldw for the reader's convenience.
Theorem 1.1 [40]. If G is non-cyclic abelian 
of order P^, n > 2 then |A(G)|p k |g|.
Theorem 1.2 [l6]. If G is non-abelian of class 
two then | A ( G ) | | G |.
Theorem 1.3 [42]. If |G| > pF and x^ = 1 for 
every x e G then |A(G)|p k |G|.
Theorem 1.4 [12]. If G is a non-cyclic meta­
cyclic p-group, 2^ of order p^, n > 2 , then |A(G)|p ^
7.
Theorem 1.5 [14]. If G/Z is a non-trivial 
metacyclic P-group, p ^ 2 ,  then |A(G)1^  k |g |.
Theorem 1.6 [18]. If G is non-abelian, it
has an outer automorphism of order p^ for some i k 1 .
Theorem 1.7 [30]» If G is the central product
of non-trivial subgroups H and K, where H is abelian and 
|A(K)|p  ^ |K|, then |A(G)|p  ^ |g |.
Theorem 1.8 [48]. If |G/Z| = p^, then G* 
has order at most p2k(k-l)^
Theorem 1.9 [11]. Let G have order p^, p ^  2, 
n k 5 and r be a fixed integer 3  ^r  ^ n-2. If all
normal subgroups of G of order p^ have two generators, then
either G is metacyclic, G is a 3-group of maximal class 
or r = 3 and the elements of G of order at most p form a 
non-abelian normal subgroup E of G of order p^ with G/E 
cyclic and P(G) ^ C^CE).
Theorem 1.10 [10]. If m^ 2 mg a ... a m^ k 1 
are the invariants of G/G', then p^^  ^exp L^/L^ k exp L^/L^
...  ^ exp L^_^/L^. For t = 2, L ^ A ^  is cyclic of order 
at most p™^.
Theorem 1.11 [5]. Let G be non-abelian.
If $(G) is cyclic and is its subgroup of order p, then 
G = AB, where A is the group generated by and all 
normal subgroups of G of type (p, p) containing and B
is either cyclic or a 2-group of maximal class. If B is
cyclic, $(G)  ^ Z and G ' has order p. If B has maximal
class, G ' = $(G) and |B| = 4|0(G)|.
Theorem 1.12 [39]. If G is a two-generator finite 
p-group of class c, then Z^_2 $(G) and exp G/z^_^ = exp
8.
Theorem 1.13 ([27], [28]). If H Is a subgroup 
of G such that L^(H) = L^(G) for some i, then L^+^(H) = L^+y(G) 
for any positive integer r. If G has two generators and 
L^(G) ^  1, then L^(H) < L^(G) for any proper subgroup H 
of G.
Theorem I.l4 [47]. If G has cyclic center and N
is an abelian normal subgroup of G such that G/N is cyclic
k kof order p , then is cyclic or order dividing p .
For ^i'^i+l cyclic of order p^ for all
i = 1, ... , c-1. Morover G/L^Z is abelian of type
(p^\ pk).
Theorem 1.15 [17]. If G has class c and L^/l i+1
is cyclic of fixed order p^ for all i = 1 , ... , c-1 .
then
Theorem 1.16 [37]. If P(G) s Z, then P(L^) s
for i k 1 .
4. Further Basic Results
In this section we prove some theorems on finite 
P-groups, which shall be needed in the following.
Theorem 1.17. If Z2(G) is cyclic, then either 
G is cyclic or G is a 2-group of maximal class.
Proof : G cannot have a normal subgroup H of ■ 
type ( p, p) since then by Property 9, H  ^ Z^. So by [4] 
(Theorem 2.3) G is one of the following groups: a) cyclic, 
b) dihedral, c) semidihedral, or d) the generalized 
quaternian group. But the groups b), c), d) are all 
2-groups of maximal class ([19], (Theorem 5.4.3).
Theorem 1.18. Let p ¥  2. if Z^(G) is meta­
cyclic, then G is either metacyclic or of maximal class.
Proof: G cannot have a normal subgroup K of
o
order p*^  and exponent p, since then by Property 9, H a Z^ 
and H would be metacyclic. By [11] G is either of maximal 
class or absolutely regular. In the second case G is 
regular and so |G/P(G)| = |E(G)|. But exp E(G) = p , as 
G is regular, , So |G/P(G)| = |E(G)|  ^p^. Then by [9], 
G is metacyclic.
Remark 1 . Let H G and H n Z^ be cyclic.
Then either H is cyclic or H has maximal class. (In fact 
H contains no normal subgroups of G of type (p , p ).)
Theorem 1.19. Let G have class c, be
cyclic for some i, 1 3 i 3 c-1, and all maximal subgroups 
of L^ be normal in G. Then L^ is cyclic and L^+^/L^+g is 
cyclic of order at most iLi/Li+il*
Proof : Since L^/$(L^) is elementary abelian
and Is cyclic, L^/1^+^$(L^) is both elementary
abelian and cyclic. Hence it has order at most p . But 
¥  Li+i*(L^), since otherwise L^ = L^+^ (Property 5). 
Hence L^_^^$(G) is a maximal subgroup of L^. If M is 
another maximal subgroup of L^ ,^ then L^/M  ^ Z(G/M) as 
M <1 G, so L^+i = [L^, G]  ^M. But $(L^)  ^M, so that. 
Li^l$(Li)  ^ M which gives L^^^<ï>(L^) = M. Hence L^ 
has only one maximal subgroup and is therefore cyclic.
So Ly/Ly+i is cyclic, for r k i and exp ^
exp L^/L^+i (Theorem 1.10).
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Corollary I.I9 .I. Let G be of order and 
class c. If G/G* has order p”^ and type (p, p"^ "^ ) and all 
maximal subgroups of G * are normal in G, then G * is cyclic 
and c = n-m+1.
Proof : By Theorem 1.10, L^/Lg is cyclic of order p 
and exp = p for i = 1, ... , c-1. By Theorem 1.19,
= G* is cyclic and is cyclic of order p. This
is true for i = 1, ... , c-1. So c = n-m+1.
Corollary 1.19.2. If G/G* has order 4, then G 
is of maximal class.
Proof: From [9], G has a maximal subgroup which
is cyclic. So G * is cyclic and c=n-l (Corollary I.19.I).
Theorem 1.20. Let G = HK, where H and K are both 
normal in G and H n K is contained in either L^(H) or L^(K). 
Then L^(G) = L^(H)L^(K) for all i.
Proof: For i = 0, G = L^(G) = L^(H)L^(K) = HK.
Proceed by induction on i. Then L^(G) = L^(H)L^(K) gives 
Li^l(G) = [L^(G),G] = [L^(H)L^(K),HK] = [L^(H),H][L^(H),K] 
[L^'(K),H][L^(K),K] = Li+i(H)[Li(H),K][Li(K),H]Li+i(K) (2), 
as L^(H) -<3 G and L^(K) -=3 G. Take H n K  ^L^(H). Then
[H,K] = [L^(H)  ^ K ]  ^H n K  ^L^(H) since both H and K
are normal in G. If we assume that [L^(H),K] ^
then [Li+i(H),K] = C[L^(H),H],K]  ^ [[L^(H),K],H][L^(H),[H,K]]
£ [Li+i (H),H][Lj^ (H),L^(H)] = Li+2(H)[Li(H),[H,H]] £
[[Lj_(H),H],H] = Li+g(H). Therefore [L^(H) ,K] £
for all 1. Similarly [Lj_(K),H] £ for all 1.
So (2) reduces to = Lj_^^(H)L^.^^(K). On the other
hand If H n K £ L^(K), as above [1^(H),K] £ and
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[L^(K),H]  ^ so (2) reduces again to =
Li^l(H)Li^l(K) and the proof is complete.
Theorem 1.21.
(i) exp  ^ exp g/z for i k 1 ,
(ii) exp  ^ [L^ : n Z] for i k 0,
(iii) If G is regular, exp = exp G/Z.
Proof : (i) For a, b € G, [[a, b], a] e . Hence
'2[a, b]^ = [a, b] mod and so [a^, b] = [a, b]^[a,b] = [a,b]^
mod . Similarly [a^, b] E [a, b]^ mod for any integer
n. Therefore if exp G/Z = pf, [a, b]P e and so 
exp 3 pt. By Theorem 1.10, exp  ^ exp L^/L2
3 pt for i a 1.
(ii) Take [L^ : n Z] = p^. For x e ,
a.
x^ € n Z 2 Z. Let t be the transfer homomorphism of
_ m .
Lj^  into L^ n Z, so that x(x) = n a^ x^ a^" , where
j
m.
E p^J = p^ and m^ is minimal such that a^x^  ^ aj" e L^ n Z.
J
m, 2
Then a. x^ ^a." = x^  ^ so that t(x) = x Since L. char G ,
J j »
for y £ G, t ([x , y]) = T(x"^y“L y )  = T(x“^)T(y"^xy) =
x“P (y"^xy)P = x~P y“L P  y = 1. But r([x,y]) = [x,y]P 
a
and so [x,y]P = 1 for x c L^ ,^ y e G. Therefore exp L^+^  ^p'
Observe that for i = 0, exp L^ 3 [G : Z].
(iii) Since G is regular [a^,b] = 1 if, and only
if, [a,b]* = 1 for a, b € G ([21], Theorem 12.4.3). Take
r r
exp Lm = p^, exp G/Z = p®. Since [a,b]P = 1, [a^ ,b] = 1
r
for every b e G,so that a^ e Z which give s  ^r.
12.
s
Conversely, since ar e Z for every a e G, [aP ,b] = 1
for every b e G. So [a,b]^ = 1  for every a, b e G 
and r ^ s . Therefore r = s .
Theorem 1.22. Let G have two generators. If
G has a maximal subgroup M which is of maximal class, then
G has maximal class.
Proof; Let |G | = and G have class c. Then
M has class n-2, as |M| = So c k n-2. We now
proceed assuming c = n-2 and get a contradiction.
Consider the lower central series of G and M, G = L > L, >...>' o 1
^ ~ ^o  ^ ^1  ^ • • .. > = 1, where c = n-2.
For i = 0, Lg = M < G = L^. Furthermore
 ^ gives = [L^,M] [L^,G] = So ^
for all i. Since M has maximal class, |M/L^| = p^ and
” P for i = 1 ,  ... , c-1. Also |G/L^|  ^P ^ ,
since G has order p^ and class n-2. For |G/L^| = p ^ ,
[G/L^l = p^ = |G/M| j M/Ij^ j = (G/L^l so that jL^I = |L^| .
Since 3 L^, = L^, a contradiction by Theorem 1.13.
As |G/L^| > p , since G/L^ cannot be cyclic, we have that
G/L^ is elementary abelian of order p^. Then |L^/L2 | = p
(Th. 1.10) and so IG/L2 I = P^ = \ G / L ^ \ , which gives = |L^|.
Since G and \L^/L^\ = p we have L^/L^  ^Z{G/L^) which
gives L2 = [L^^G]  ^ Since jl^l = |L^j, L2 = ' Assume
by induction that . Then L^+2 “ ^
[Lj_,M] = Since L^ _ = > ^1+2  ^^i+i l^i'^^i+ll T P '
^i+2 " ^i+1- ^i+1 " ^i all i % 1. Then 1 =
= L , ^ 1 ,  a contradiction. c-1 '
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Corollary 1.22.1. If G is not of maximal 
class but it has a maximal subgroup which is of maximal 
class, then G/L^ is elementary abelian of order p^.
Proof : G has more than two generators and so
G/L^ has more than two invariants. Since |G/L^|  ^p^,
G/L^ is .elementary abelian of order p^.
Theorem 1.23. Let G have class c > 2. If
G has a maximal subgroup M which is abelian, then
(i) M = Cq (G’) = CgCZg),
(ii) Zj^<M and M/Z^= for ifO, c,
(111) For a e G \ M, ^  £ Z,
(Iv) exp = exp ~  P for 1 ^ 1 £ c-1.
Proof ; (i) Since |G/M| = p, G*  ^M and since M is
abelian Cq (G’)  ^ M. Hence Cq (G’) = M, otherwise G ’  ^ Z
and G would have class two. But [G*,Z2] = [[G,G],Z2]
 ^ [[G,Z2],G]  ^ [G,Z] = 1 and so Z2  ^ Cq(G’). Therefore 
Cq(Z2) = M as Z2 > Z.
(ii) For i = 1, 2, Z^ < M. So we assume
2 < i ^ c-1. Let a e Z2\Z , b e Cg^Z^^Xz. Then [a,b] = 1
as a £ Z2 < Zj_ and so b £ Cg,(a) k Cq(Z2) = M. But
a Z and so C^(a) = M. Hence b £ M. Since M is abelian
and b j Z, Cg(b) = M. This is true for every 
b £ Cg(Z^)\z. Hence M = C^Xb)  ^ and 7^  M,as G/Z^ 
cannot be cyclic for i 9  ^c. Thus Z^ < M. By [45]
m /z _^ n M = L^, so M/Z^ = L^ ..
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(ill) For X € M, X £ C^fa) If and only if 
X c Z. Since G/M has order p, a^ e M. So a^ c Z.
(iv) Let a e G\M. Then G = < a, M > and we claim
that G * = <l [a,b] | b e  M ^ . Fory( [a ,b] | b e M } = F is a Trcs 
Since [a,b]& = [a,b^] c K, K-j G. Obviously <a,%>/K 
 ^ Z(G/K) and since M is abelian, G/K is abelian. Then 
G' <: K and so G * = K , as K  ^ G* . For x^ ,^ x^ e G and
any positive integer n, we have (cf the Proof of Theorem
1.21(i)) [x^, Xg^] E [x^i^jX^] = [x^^^x^]^ mod L^.
Since a^ e Z, 1 = [a^,b] for any b e G. Hence [a,b]^
£ L^ and therefore exp L^^Ag = P . But exp 
 ^ exp L 2^_2^Aj^ and so exp “ P 1  ^ i  ^ c-1.
Now, let y e Z^Xz. Then [a,y] € Z and so [a,y] commutes
with both a and y. Hence 1 = [a^,y] = [a,y]^ = [a,yP]
which implies that y^ € Z as a | Z. Therefore exp Z^/z = p 
But exp - exp Z^/z^_^ and so exp = P Tor
1  ^ i < c-1.
Theorem 1.24. Let G be non-abelian. If G 
has more than one maximal subgroups which are abelian, 
then
(i) G has class two and [G : Z] = p'^ ,
(ii) G ’ has order p , and
(iii) G has two generators if, and only if, all maximal
subgroups of G are abelian.
Proof: (Ï) If H, K are two distinct maximal
subgroups of G which are abelian, then G = HK. Let
|g | = p“ . Then |H| = |K| = p""^ and since
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IG I - 1h |.|K|/|H n K|, IH n K| = ^ . Every maximal
subgroup of G which is abelian contains Z, otherwise G 
would be abelian. So Z ^  H n K. On the other hand
[G, H n K] = [HK, H n K] = [H, H n K ] [K, H n K] = 1,
as H, K are both abelian and normal in G . Therefore
H n K  ^ Z and so H n K = Z. , Hence Z has index p^ in G
and G/Z is abelian. ■"-So G ’  ^ Z and G has class two.
(ii) Observe that G/H has order p, so
G = <a,H> for some a e G\H. Then by Theorem 1.23, G ’ =
<^[a,b]lb € H^. Since G *  ^ Z , G* has order equal to the
number of conjugates of a in G. As a Z , Cg(a) = <a,Z>
2
is a maximal subgroup of G since Z has index p in G and 
<a,Z> G (G is non-abelian). Hence p = [G : CQ(a)] = |G'|.
(iii) Since G is non-abelian, G/Z cannot be
2
cyclic and so it is elementary abelian of order p .
Then G/Z has 1+p subgroups of order p . But every maximal 
subgroup of G , which is abelian, contains Z. Therefore G 
has 1+P maximal subgroups which are abelian. If G has
two generators, [G ; $(G)] = p and so G has precisely
1+p' maximal subgroups which are therefore all abelian. 
Conversely, if all maximal subgroups of G are abelian, then 
Z is contained in every maximal subgroup of G and so 
Z  ^ $(G). But G/Z is elementary abelian, so $(G)  ^ Z .
Hence $(G) = Z and [G : Z] = P^ = [G : $(G)]. Therefore 
G can be generated by two elements. This proves the 
theorem.
In the following chapters we investigate the order 
of A(G), the group of automorphisms of G. It is well known 
that for cyclic groups-G = C(p^), |A(G)| = p^ ^(p-1), and for
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elementary abelian groups of order p^, |A(G)| =
p^n(n ^ \ p ^ - l ) .,. (p_i) . So we restrict our attention to groups
which are neither cyclic nor elementary abelian.
To find the order of A(G) we first determine the
order of A^(G), the group of central automorphisms of G
(Chapter 2). By using the class c of G we then get
|A(G)|  ^ IA (G) 1 . These results are used in bothp c p
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. In Chapter 3 to study
groups for which |G | divides |A(G)|. In Chapter 4 to 
find a new bound for the function g(h) such that |A(G)|p k p^
whenever |G | k p^^^\
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CHAPTER TWO
CENTRAL AUTOMORPHISMS
An isomorphism * of G onto itself is called an
automorphism of G. The group of all automorphisms of G
is denoted by A(G). For a fixed c < G, the mapping 
defined by = c ^ x c , X £ G i s a n  automorphism of G 
called inner automorphism. The group 1(G) of all inner 
automorphisms of G is normal in A(G) and isomorphic to 
G/Z.
An automorphism 0 of G for which x”^0(x)€Z for 
every x c G is called central. The set of all central 
automorphisms of G forms a group A^(G) which is the cen­
tralizer of 1(G) in A(G), since c”^0(x)c = 0(c“^)0 (x)0 (c ) if 
and only if c"^0(c) e Z. As 1(G) o  G , A^(G) «  G . Also 
A^(G) contains 1(G) if and only if 1(G) is abelian, that 
is, if and only if G has class c 3 2. If G is non-abelian
1(G) n A^(G) = Z(I(G)) - Z(G/Z)  ^ 1. Therefore A (G) is
non-trivial.
Let 0 c Aq (G). Since x~^0(x) c Z, 0(x) = xf(x),
f € Hom (G,Z). Consider the mapping 0 + f@. This is a
one-to-one mapping of A^(G) into Hom (G,Z). Furthermore, 
given f € Hom (G,Z), 0(x) = xf(x) is an endomorphism of G 
which is an automorphism if and only if f(x) ;«= x"^ for every 
X € G, X * 1. Thus A^(G) is isomorphic to a subgroup of
Horn (G,Z). J.E. Adney'andT^.Yen have shown in [1] that
if G is a PN-group then for f e Hom (G,Z) the mapping 
0(x) = xf(x) is always an automorphism of G. So A^(G) is
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isomorphic to the whole group of Hom (G,Z). Finally 
observe that for f € Hom (G,Z), kerf % G* = so that 
Hom (G,Z) = Hom (G/L^,Z).
Throughout this chapter we shall take the 
invariants of G/L^ to be m^ k m2 % ... k m^ k 1 and 
\G/L^\ = p^. Similarly we take the invariants of Z to 
be k. k kg k ... a k, k 1 and |Z| = p^. Also a„, b1 2  S I I r- 2 ’ Z
denote the numbers of times z appears among the invariants 
of G/L^ and Z respectively.
2.1. General Results
Theorem 2.1. If G is a PN-group, then |A^(G)1 = p^, 
t ,s
J
where a = E min (m. ,k. ) = m.s - E b» E a (x-y). 
,i ^ ^ y ^ x>y *
Proof: Since G is a PN-group A^(G) = Hom (G,Z)
[1], and so A^(G) = Hom (G/L^,Z). But
t s , ^1
G/L, = n c(p“j), Z = n C(p"l), with E xa% = m
J = 1 1=1 x=l
and E y by = k. Hence |A^(G)1 = |Hom (G/L^,Z)| - 
y=l
I Hom C n  e(p®J), nc(p^i))[ = n i H o m  (C(p“j ) ,C(p^l) ) 1 = P^
J=1 i=l j
t ,8
where a = E min (m.,k.) (1).
Summing powers for m^ = 1, 2, ... we get: 
a = sa^ + (ZagCs-b^) + a^b^) + fSa^Cs-b^-b^) + a^(b^+2b^))+..•
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s(a^ + 2&2 + ...) + (b, Z a + 2b ^ Z a + ...) - b-, ( 2a^+3a,+. .. )
x>l ^x>2 1 2  3
b2 (3ao + 4a^ +...) - ... = sm + Eylx Z a - Zb Z xa
y ^ x>y y ^ x>y ^
ki
= sm - Z b Z a (x - y) (2). 
y=l x>y
Corollary 2.1.1. km k a k 2s and a  ^min (m,k).
In fact from (1) we get a k min (m,k) and a k 2s.
Similarly (2) gives km a sm a a, as k a s. Equality holds
if and only if both G/L^ and Z are elementary abelian.
Theorem 2.2. Let G be as in Theorem 2.1. '
(i) If k i m^, then a a m + r, where
s >^ 1
r = Z ( Z xa + k. Z a ) .
i=2 x=l ^ 1 x> k^
(ii) If m^  ^ k^ for some j , t  ^j ^ 1 ,  then a a jk + (t-j)s .
(iii) If k a m^ a k^ > m^, then a ^ k + m + s - m ^ - 1 .
(iv) If k^  ^ m^ for some i, s a i % 1, then a a im + (s-i)t.
In particular if k^ a m^ > then a k im + k - (k^+...+k^)+
(t-1) (s-i).
Proof: (i) Summing poweis over m^ = 1, 2, ... m^
in (1) for k^ = kg, . we get:
kg m^
" ■ “ « * “■ jk/'" * 'k!i
s ^1 kl
T h u s , a = Z ( E xa + k . E a ) +
i=2 x=l ^ ^x>k^
s ^1
But k ^ m, and so Z 
 ^ 1=1
k. ( Z a_) = k 
^ x>k^ ^
8 “ l ki m^
Hence Z k. ( E a ) + Z xa k Z
i=l ^ x>k^ X = 1 ^ X = 1
s ^1
r = E ( E 
1=2 x=l
xax + ki E a^) In (3) ■ 
x>k^ *
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Z k. ( Z a^) + Z xa^
1=1  ^ x>k^ ^ x=l ^
Z a > Z xa . 
x>k^ x>k^
(ii) Since a k^, we have k k^ for ail i. Then from
t,s
(1) we get a % jk + Z min (m ,k. ) k jk + (t-j)s.
w=j+l,i=l ^ ^
^i ^1
(iii) Let $. = Z xa^ + k. Z a„ for i = 2, ..., s.
1 x=l X ^ x>ki ^
^i
If Z xa„ = 0, then m. > k. so that k, > m. > k. and 
X=1 X z 2. 1 Z ±
^1
Z a_ 2 1. Thus 0. a 1. On the other hand if
x>k^ ^ ^
ki k^
 ^ ^x “ x>k^ ^
= 0, then k, ^ m, so that Z xa ^ 1. Again 
^ ^ x=l X
k 1. For k = m^ + b (b a 0), (3) gives
s
mi ^1
a :: Z $, + E xa^ + k Z a, k s - 1 + E
i=2 ^ x=l ^ x>k^
A X=1
mi mi mi
m. Z a. + b Z a . Since m, > k. , z a
1 x>k^ X x>ki X
± X x>k^
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1 ^1 
Z xa + 2 a  ^ Z xa = m. Therefore a > s - l + m + b
x=l ^ x>k^ ^ x=l ^
m + k +  s - - 1.
(iv) Since k^ a k^  ^ for all J and so from (1) we
t ,s
have a z im + Z min (m.,k.) % im + (s-i)t. 
j=l,&=l+l  ^ ^
Similarly for k^  ^ k m^ > k^+^, from (1) we have
s t ,s
a k im + Z k. + Z min (m.,k.) % im + k - (k.+...+k.)+ 
&=i+l  ^ j=2,&=l+l  ^ ^ ^ ^
(t-l)(s-i). This completes the proof.
We now proceed to determine the order of A^(G) in 
the general case in which G = H x K, H abelian, K a PN-group.
Theorem 2.3» Let G = H X  K, where H is abelian 
and K is a PN-group. Then A^(G) = ABOD and |A^(G)1= 
]A|.|B|.|C|.|D|, where
A = {0|0(h,k) = (h,0(k)), h € H, k 6 K, 0 e (K)}
B = {Jli(h,k) = (h*(k),k), h c H, k c K, c Hom (K,H)}
C = {^l<?(h,k) = (4(h),k), h € H, k € K, (j) e A(H)}
D = {x'|x(h,k) = (h,kx(h)), h € H, k £ K, x e Hom (H,Z(K'))}.
Proof : Obviously A, B, C, D are groups. Also
A,C are subgroups of A^(G). For h^, h^ e H, k ^ , k^ e K
we have ip^Ch^,k^) (h^ ^ k^)) = ij^ Ch^ h^  ,k^k2 ) = (h^h^^Ck^k^) jk^k^) =
(h^^(k^),k^)(h 2 ^(k 2 ),k 2 ) = il;(h^,k^)*ip(h2 ,k2) . Also 4^(h,k) = 1
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gives h ip (k) = 1 and k = 1, that is h = k = 1. Since 
4^ (k) e H  ^ Z, $ £ A^(G) and so B 3 A^(G). Similarly 
D  ^ A^(G). Therefore A ^ (G)^ ABCD. Let â £ A^(G).
Then â (h,k) = (h,k). f(h,k) for some f £ Hom (G,Z).
So â(l,k) = (l,k)(a^(k),a2(k)) = (a^(k),ka2(k)), where
£ Hom (K,H) and ot2 e Hom (K,Z(K)). Let 3(k) = ka2(k).
Since K is a PN-group, g £ A^(K). Therefore if
e(h,k) = (h,g”^(k)), 6a(I^) = (a^(k),k). Taking 
\|;(h,k) = (hip(k),k), where if^(k) = (a^(k))”^  ^ e Horn (K,H) , we 
get y(l,k) = ipea (l,k) = (l,k). Let y(h,l) = (g^(h) ,g2(h) ) 
g^ £ Hom (H,H), g2 £ Hom (H,Z(K)). Then y(h,k) =
(s^(h),kg2(h)). Here g^(h) is an automorphism of H, 
since if g^(h) = 1, h * 1, y (h,(g2(L))"^) = (1,1). ,
Taking *(h,k) = (g^”^(h) ,k)_^  we finally get ^y(h,k) = 
(h,kg2(h)) = X(h,k) for some x £ D. Hence x = 3y =
4^6a, which gives a = 0” tJ;” cj)~ x £ ABCD. Therefore 
A^(G) S  ABCD and so A^(G) = ABCD.
Since i|;0(h,k) = \|;(h,0(k)) = (h^(0(k)),0(k)) = 
0i|;^(h,k), where \|;^ (h,k) = (h^(0(k)),k), BA  ^ AB. So 
M = AB is a group. Similarly x$(h,k) = $X^(h,k) for a 
suitable x^ e D. Hence N = CD is also a group. Clearly 
A n B = C n D = l .  Moreover M n N = 1. For, let 
0ip(h,k) = (h^(k),0(k)) = 3%(h,k) = (*(h),k%(h)). Setting 
k=l, (J)(h)=h and x(h) = l; setting h = 1, 0(k) = k and
\|;(k) = 1. Therefore lA^(G)| = |MN | = | M ||N | = | AB | . | CD [ = 
1A|1BI ICI ID|, This proves the theorem.
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Observe that B, C, D, BC, CD are ail groups of 
outer automorphisms. Also, although BCD is not a group 
in general, all its elements are outer central automorphisms. 
In particular.
Corollary 2.3.1. 1a ^(G)/a ^(G) n 1(G)| & |B|.|C|.|D
Theorem 2.4. Let G, B, C, D be as in Theorem 2.3
and I = {ë|F(h,k) = (h,8(k)), h e H, k e K, 0 e A(K)}.
Then A(G) a ABCD and |A(G)| a |Â|.|B| |c| |D|.
Proof : Clearly A s A(G). As A g ( G ) o  A(G) we
have I Ag(G) = lABCD = ABCD s A(G) and |A(G)| s |IA^(G)| = 
|A|.|A^(G)l/lff n A^(G)| = 11| .|A^(G)|/| A| = |Â||B||C||D|.
Since 1(G) = G/Z - K/Z(K) = I(K) and |A(K)/I(K)|  ^ p 
by Theorem 1.6, we have
Corollary 2.4.1. |A(G)/I(G)| 2 p|B||C||D|.
Corollary 2.4.2. Let G = H%K, where H is abelian 
of order p^ and K is a PN-group. Then
(i) lA^(G)|p k |Ac(K)|.pr+s+t-3  ^ |Ac(K)|.pr+S2 [ A^ (K) | .
and |A(G)|p & |A(K)|p.pr+s+t-3  ^ | a (K) Ip.p"’^ ® & |A(K) lp.p'^‘^2,
(11) For r £ ik - 1, |A(G)|p & |G|, where |Z| = p^,
(ill) For exp H k exp Z(K), |A(G)|p k |G|.|Hom (K,H)[.
Proof: (!) Let x, a, p be the numbers of
invariants of K/K’, Z(K), H respectively. Since G/G’ =
H X K/K' and Z = H X  Z(K) we get t = p + x and s = p + o.
But X k 2,so that t(p-l) k p^-1 and therefore p(t-p) % t - 1.
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Similarly o k 1 gives us p(s-p) > s - 1. Then |B| =
Horn (K,H)| = |Hom (K/K',H)| & p(t-P)P a |c| =
|A(H)| a pf-1 and |D| = |Hom(H,Z(K))1 a pP^^-p)  ^ pS-1.
Applying Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 we get that all inequalities 
hold, as t % 3, s k 2.
(ii) Let \G\ = p^, |A(G)|p = p^. By Theorem 1.6, |A(K)|p %
pU-k+l |k /Z(K)| = p^”^. Theorem 2.4 gives b k r - 1 + 
n - k + l  + Jl + w, where |Hom (K,H)| = p^ and [Hom (H,Z(K)| = p^.
But Z k 2^  and since Z = H X  Z(K), w  ^ min (r, k-r). Hence
b a n. Here min (r,k-r) & k - r - 2, as 2r a k - 2.
(iii) From w k k - r we get b & r - l + n - k + l + & + k - r = . .  
n + A. Observe that for groups with homocyclic center
exp H = exp Z(K).
Theorem 2.5. Let exp G/L^  ^ |Z|. Then 
I Ac (G) Ip a p“ = |G/Li|.
Proof : If G is a PN-group, the result follows
from Theorem 2.2(i). Therefore assume that G = H X K,H 
abelian of order p^, K a PN-group. Then G/L^ = H X K/K' 
and Z = H X  Z(K). Hence |K/K' j = p”~^ and |Z(K)| = p*^"^.
By Theorem 2.3, a a r - l + v + A + w ,  where | A ^ ( G ) = p^,
|Ag(K)| = p'^ , lHom(K,H)| = p^ and jHom (H,Z(K))| = p".
Let a^ % a2 % ...  ^ a^ % 1 be the invariants of K/K' ,
exp Z(K) = p^ and exp H = p^. Here p^ = lA^(K)| =
|Hom (K/K',Z(K)|. By Theorem 2.2 (ii), we get for u > a^, vzZa^,
and for a^.> u with a^+^  ^ u, v a (k-r)i + (a^+^+...+a^).
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Also = IHom (K,H)| = |Hom (K/K',H)|. Therefore, as 
above, for b k a^, & % Za^ and for a^  > b, a^^^ } b we get
& % Jr + ^^j+i + ••• + a^). But k > a^, so v + 2 > Za^ = 
m - r in all cases. Since w % 1 we get a ^ r + m - r = m
We proceed to investigate the group of automorphisms 
A(G) of G. By using the class c of G we now prove the
following basiCjbut extremely useful,result which shall 
be used frequently in the following Chapters.
Theorem 2.6. Let G have class c. Then 
|A^(G)l.p^”^ is a factor of |A(G)|.
Proof : If G is abelian the result if trivial.
Let G be non-abelian. Then G/Z^_^ is non-cyclic and
|Z^^^/Z^|  ^p for all i = 0, 1, ..., c-2. Hence IG/Z2 I ^
and so |A(G)| a |Ag(G).I(G)| = 1 A^(G) | | G/Z2 1 a | A^(G) | .p‘^"^
Theorem 2.7. Let G have class c and s be the 
number of invariants of Z. Then |A(G)|p  ^ p2s+c-l^
Proof : For PN-groups, by Corollary 2.1.1,
1a ^(G)|  ^ p^^. Using Theorem 2.6 we then get |A(G)|p a
p2s+c-l^ Let G = H X K, H abelian and K a PN-group, and
let p, 0 be the numbers of invariants of H and Z(K) respec­
tively. Then [Hom (H,Z-(K))| k p*^  and |A^(K)|  ^ p^^, as
K is a PN-group. By Theorem 2.3, |A^,(G)|p ^
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since s = p + a. By Theorem 2.6, |A(G)|p k ^
Corollary 2.7.1. Let G have maximal class.
Then |G | divides |A(G)|.
If IG I  ^ p^, then c = 1, 2, 3. For c = 2 by
Theorem 1.2, |G | divides |A(G)|. For c = 3, G has
maximal class so that again |G | divides |A(G)|. Thus,
Corollary 2.7.2. Let G be non-abelian of 
order p^, n  ^ 4. Then |G | divides |A(G)|.
For s > l ,  2 s + c - l ^ c + 3 .  Hence 
Corollary 2.7.3. Let G have non-cyclic center, 
order p^ and class c k n - 3* Then |G | divides |A(G)|.
2.2. Outer Central Automorphisms
Let G = HXK, where H is abelian and K is a 
PN-group. By Corollary 2.3.1 there exist at least |B||C||D| 
outer automorphisms in A^(G). Observe that |B||C||D| > |H|.p^,
where s is the number of invariants of Z. Also a careful 
examination of the groups B, C, D, BC, CD of Theorem 2.3 
gives us the following information.
(i) If H has order greater than p^, then A^(G) has a 
p-subgroup of outer automorphisms of order at least p^+l,
(ii) If H has order p^, then either |G | divides ]A(G)| or 
A^(G) has a p-subgroup of outer automorphisms of order at 
least p^*^.
(iii) If H has order p, then A^(G) has a p-subgroup of
s — 1outer automorphisms of order at least p
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Let G be a PN-group. Then E(Z)  ^ 0(G)^so 
that E(Z) is contained in every maximal subgroup of G. 
Below we shall show that if Z  ^ 0(G) then A^(G) has a 
p-subgroup of outer automorphisms of order p^. First 
we prove the following.
Theorem 2.8. Let G be a PN-group and M a
maximal subgroup of G. If a e G\M, then the mapping 0
defined by 0^(a^m) = (az)^m, 0 ^ n < p ,  m e M ,  z e  E(Z) 
is a central automorphism of G .
Proof : Every element g of G has the form 
g = a"m, 0 3 n < p, m c M. Since M G, a %  = m^a^
n. np n. np
for some m^ £ M. Therefore 0g(a m^a m^) = 0g(a m^)0^(a m^)
and (az)^m = 1 if and only if a^m = 1. Hence 0^ is an . 
automorphism of G . Obviously 0^ £ A. (G).
Corollary 2.8.1. Let G be a PN-group, If 
Z  ^ 0(G), then A^(G) has a subgroup of outer automorphisms 
which is isomorphic to E(Z).
Proof : Let M be a maximal subgroup of G for
which Z  ^M. Since G is a PN-group, E(Z) ^ M. Take 
a £ Z\M and consider the group:
L = {0^|0^(a^m) = (az)^m, 0 ^ n < p ,  m £ M ,  Z £  E(Z)}.
Obviously L - E(Z). If 0^ were inner, x“^a^mx = (az)^m
for every m £ M and all n. Taking m = 1 we get z^ = 1 
so that 0^ is the identity automorphism.
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Corollary 2.8.2. Let G be a PN-group. If 
E(Z) ^ G ', then G has an outer central automorphism of 
order p.
Proof : E(Z)  ^M for any maximal subgroup M of
G . Take z e E(Z)\G* and consider 0^. Here 0^ is outer
since otherwise x”^ a ^ x  = (az)^m for every m € M and all 
n. Taking m = i, n = 1, we get z = a’"^x”^ax e G* which 
is not so.
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CHAPTER THREE
LA-GROUPS
A finite p-group G is called an LA-group if
I G I divides |A(G)|. All non-cyclic abelian p-groups of
2
order greater than p are LA-groups. Also certain classes
of non-abelian p-groups are LA-groups [12], [13], [14],
[15], [16], [42]. However cyclic p-groups and groups 
2
of order p are not LA-groups. In this chapter we con­
sider some other classes of LA-groups and show that all 
non-abelian groups of order p^, n  ^ 5 or n  ^ 6 for p z 2, 
are LA-groups. Throughout this chapter G will stand for 
a finite non-abelian p-group.
A.D. Otto in [40] (Theorem 2) has shown that if 
iLf/Li^ll = p for i = 1, ..., c-1 and exp G/L^ = p, then 
G is an LA-group. The following is a generalization of 
this result ;
Theorem 3.1. Let L^/L^^^ be cyclic of order p^,
1 = 1, ..., c-1 and exp G/L^ |Z|. Then G is an LA-group.
Proof : Let |G/L^| = p^. Since |L^/L^^^| = p^ for
i = 1, ..., c-1, |L^| = p(c-l)r that n = m + (c-l)r,
where |G| = p^. As L^  ^ Z^ _j, with L^  ^ %
L^Z^-i-l/Li = ^ ^c-i-1" Theorem 1.15,
^i ^  %c-i-l =  ^i+l> therefore ^  I ^c-i-i/^i+l I •
This gives 1 |   ^ |L^/L^^^| = p^ for all i = 1, ...,c-l.
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But |G/Z^_^| = (Theorem 1.15). So n  ^ 2r + (c-3)r +
a + k where [Z^/Z] = p^ and |Z| = p^. Then m + (c-l)r ^
2r + (c-3)r + a + k which gives m k a + k. By Theorem 2.5, 
p  ^ p^, as exp G/L^  ^ |z|. So [A(G)1^
P
A^(G)| Z | )|p ^
IA (G).1(G) I = |A (G)l .|I(G)|/|Z2/Z| a pH+m-k-a a
Corollary 3.1.1. Let Z^/Z^ ^ be cyclic of order 
p^, i = 1, ..., c-1 and L^ = Z^_^ for some i, 1 3 i 3 c-1.
Then G is an LA-group.
Proof : By J.A. Gallian [17] (Theorem 3.5) G must
have homocyclic lower central factors and exp G/L^ = p^.
Since L^_^  ^ Z , exp G/L^ = p^ =  ^ |Z|.
Theorem 3.2. Let G have cyclic center and 
|L^ __^ | = p^. Then G is an LA-group if it has .a normal 
abelian subgroup M with G/M cyclic of order p^.
Proof : By M.N. Vislavskij (Theorem l.l4)
L^/L^^^ is cyclic of order p^, i- = 1, ..., c-1, and G/ZL^
has type (p^,p^). Then by Theorem 1.15, |G/Z^_^1 = p^^.
As ZL^  ^ %2-l |ZL^| = \'^q_2.\> ZL^ = ^c-1*
exp Z^_^/L^ = p^. Then p^ = exp (G/L^/z^_^/L^) k
exp (G/L^)/exp (Z^^^/L^) = exp (G/L^)/p&. Hence exp (G/L^) 3
p^+&. By [17] (Theorem 2.1) Z^ n L^ = L^ __^ . So p^ =
exp (Z^_^/L^) = exp (ZL^/L^) = exp (Z/1^ n Z) 3 |Z/L^ n Z| =
|zj.p"^. Hence exp (G/L^)  ^p^^^  ^ |Z| and the result
•I
follows from the previous theorem.
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Corollary 3.2.1. Let G have cyclic center.
Then G is an LA-group if it has a maximal subgroup which
is abelian.
Theorem 3.3. If the Frattini subgroup 0(G) 
of G is cyclic, then G is an LA-group.
Proof : By Theorem 1.11 (Ja.G. Berkovic), G = AB,
where either B is cyclic or B has maximal class. If B
is cyclic Z  ^ 0(G) so that Z k G '. Then G has class two 
and is therefore an LA-group. Let B have maximal class. 
Again by Theorem 1.11,G' = 0(G) and so G* is cyclic and 
exp G/G’ = p. By Theorem 1.10 (N. Blackburn) exp L^/L^^^ = 
p for i = 1, ..., c-1, so that L^/L^^^ is both cyclic 
and elementary abelian. Then ]L^/L^^^| = p , and the 
result follows from Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.3.1. G is an LA-group under any 
one of the following conditions:
(1) G has a maximal subgroup M which is cyclic,
2
(ii) G has a normal cyclic subgroup H of index p in G,
P * 2,
(iii) The center Z of $(G) has no normal subgroups of G 
of type (p,p),
(iv) G has no non-cyclic abelian characteristic subgroups.
Proof : (i) Since M  ^0(G). For (ii) observe
that G/H is either elementary abelian or cyclic. In the 
first case H  ^ ^ (G), so 0(G) is cyclic. In the second 
case G is metacyclic and the result follows from Theorem 1.4.
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(ill) Prom Z char 0(G) char G we get Z char G . As Z" is 
abelian it cannot have maximal class. Then by Ja.G. 
Berkovic [4] (Theorem 2.3), since Z has no normal subgroups 
of G of type (p,p), Z is cyclic. So 0(G) is cyclic (Ch. 
Hobby [25]). Finally, (iv) follows by observing that Z 
is an abelian characteristic subgroup of G .
Any p-group of maximal class is an LA-group 
(Corollary 2.7.1). Below (Theorems 3.4 - 3.6) we extend 
this result to p-groups which contain certain normal sub­
groups of maximal class. First we prove the following:
Lemma 3.1. Let K be a normal subgroup of G 
and 0(G)  ^ K. Then K cannot be of maximal class.
Proof : Let K have maximal class. Then K con-
2
tains a normal subgroup H of G of order p . By N. 
Blackburn [8] (Lemma 1) Cg(H) has index at most p in G.
So Cq (H) k 0(G). Then Cg(H) % 0(G) k K  ^H which gives 
Z(K)  ^ H. This is a contradiction, since |Z(K)| = p.
Theorem 3.4. Let G have a normal subgroup M of 
maximal class. If G/M is elementary abelian, then G is 
an LA-group.
Proof : We may assume that G is not of maximal
class. Let | G | = p^, |G/M| = p^ and |G/L^| = p"^ . Then 
if c* is the class of M, c ’ = n-a-1. Obviously G has 
class c  ^ c ’. Let G = L^ > L^ > ... > L^ = 1,
M = L > L\ > ... > L , = 1, be the lower central series of o 1 c * ’
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G and M respectively ^ Here  ^ for ail i . Moreover, 
|M/L^| = p  ^ and |L^/L^^^| = p , i = 1, ..., c'-l, as M is 
of maximal class. Also M  ^ 0(G) since G/M is elementary 
abelian. However 0(G) cannot have maximal class by 
Lemma 3.1. So M > 0(G)  ^ G' and m a a + 1. On the other 
hand |L^/L^^^|  ^ p so that |L^|  ^ p^”^  ^pn-a-2^ since 
c % c* = n-a-1. Hence |G/L^|  ^ p^^^ and m  ^ a + 2.
Thus either m = a + l o r m = a + 2 .  Consider 
m = a + 1 . Then L^ = 0(G), so that G/L^ is elementary 
abelian. Since L^ char M G we have L^ -cd G.
Moreover |L^/L^| = p , as |M/L^| = p , |M/L^| = p^ and
Lf  ^ L^. Thus Z(G/L^) k L^/L^ which implies L^ ^ [L^,G] = L2.
On the other hand by N. Blackburn [10] (Lemma 2.1) since M/L^
is cyclic [M,M] = [L^,M]. So L^ = [L^,G] k [L^,M] = L^ -.
Hence L2 = L^. Assume by induction that L^^^ = L^.
Then  ^ " h+1'
l^i^^i+ll ” ^i+2 ^ ^i+1 therefore L^+^ =
for all 1. > 1, This gives  ^ * 1 and L^,^^ = L^,=l,
so that G has class c = c' + l = n - a .  Since G/L^ is
eleiiienl’firy fllinll/m, |A/n)| > liy Theorem ?;h, Now
c p
apply Theorem 2.6 to get |A(G)|p  ^ = ^m+c-l _
pa+l+n-a-1 ^
m = a + 2 . Then |L^/L^^^| = p for i = 1, ..., c-1
and 0  « c' « n-a-1. For | Z | - p, |A(G)|^  ^ p|l(G)[ = |i)|
(Theorem 1.6). Let |Z| > p. Since p  ^ |0(G)/L^| we have
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|z|  ^ p  ^ exp G/L^. By Theorem 2.5, lA^fG)!^  ^p^ = p^*^.
Hence |A(G)|p  ^ p^ **’^ .p^”  ^ = pa+2+n-a-2 _ ^n q ig an
LA-group.
Corollary 3.4.1. Let G have a maximal subgroup
which is of maximal class. Then G is an LA-group.
Corollary 3.4.2. Let M be a maximal subgroup 
of G. Then G is an LA-group under any one of the following 
conditions :
(i) All maximal subgroups of M have cyclic center,
(11) M n Z^ Is cyclic.
Proof : (1) M has no normal subgroups H of G of
type (p,p) since otherwise H would be In the center of 
some maximal subgroup of M (Property 8). By Ja.G.
Berkovich[4] (Theorem 23) M Is either cyclic or of maximal 
class. In the first case the result follows from 
Corollary 3.3.1(1) and In the second case from Corollary
3.4.1. For (11) observe that again M has no normal sub­
group of G of type (p,p).
Theorem 3.5. Let G have a normal subgroup M of
2
maximal class having index p in G. Then G is an LA-group.
Proof: We may assume that G/M is cyclic, other­
wise the result follows from above. Then M > L^ since
G/L^ cannot be cyclic. So |G/L^| = p^ k p^. Let |G | = p^
and L^,L^ be the lower central series of G and M as in the
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previous Theorem. Here  ^ and c* = n - 3, where 
c ' is the class of M. So G has class c k n - 3 and
|G/L^|  ^ p^. Hence 3  ^m  ^4. If |Z| = p, |A(G)|p k
p11(G) I = IG I by Theorem 1.6. So, assume |Z| > p. Consider:
m = 3 . Then |M/L^| = p so that proceeding as in Theorem 3.4
we get i  ^1 and c = n - 2. Since G/L^
is not cyclic |Z| % p^ & exp G/L^. By Theorem 2.5,
|A^(G)|p  ^ = P^ and by Theorem 2.6, |A(G)|p  ^ p^.p^“  ^ = p^.
m = 4. Then = p, i = 1, ..., c-1, and c = n - 3 .
Moreover, p^ = |G/L^| = |G/M|.|M/L^| = |G/L^| so that
|L^| = |L^I. Since  ^ L^, = L^. By Theorem 1.13
(Ch. ‘Hobby and C.R.B. Wright), G has more than two generators. 
So G/L^ has more than two invariants. Therefore 
IZI  ^ p^ k exp G/L, so that |A (G)|  ^p^ = p^ and
Jl C p
|A(G)Ip È = p".
Theorem 3 .6 . Let M be a maximal subgroup of G .
If M has a normal subgroup H of order p such that M/H has 
maximal class, then G is an LA-group.
Proof : Let |G | = p^. Then |M/H| = p^”  ^and
M/H has class n - 3. Let c ’ be the class of M. Then
c ’  ^ n - 3 . For c ’ = n - 2 the result follows from
Corollary 3.4.1. Let c' = n - 3. Since H is a normal
subgroup of M of order p, Z(M)  ^ H. Let Z(M) be cyclic.
As M has order p^”  ^ and class n - 3, P^  ^ |M/M’| k p^ and
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p
so M/M’ has type (p,p), (p,p ) or (p,p,p). In all cases 
# 2  = 1, so that by Theorem 1.10 (N, Blackburn) exp L^(M)/L^^^(M) 
p , 1 = 1, 2, c'-l. Hence exp L^/_^(M) = p. Also
L^, t (M)  ^ Z(M) and Z(M) is .cyclic. So . (M) is cyclic
C *-JL C “J-
of order p. As Z(M) has only one subgroup of order p ,
L^,_^(M) = H. Then 1^,_^(M/H) = 1^,_^(M)H/H = 1, a 
contradiction (M/H has class c ’ = n-3). So assume that 
Z(M) is not cyclic. Then it is elementary abelian of 
order p^. By Theorem 2.7, |A(M)|p k p^ = |M|. If 
Z  ^ M, then G = ZM so that |A(G)|p k |G | by Theorem 1.7. 
Therefore we may assume that Z ^ M and so Z 3 Z(M).
For IZI = p , by Theorem 1.6, |A(G)|p  ^p.|l(G)| = |G|;
for I'Z I > p, Z = Z(M) so that Z is elementary abelian of
order p^ and |A(G)|p  ^ p2s+c-l _ pC+3  ^  ^ as c k n - 3.
Theorem 3.7. Let p z 2. If all normal sub­
groups of G of order p^ have two generators, then G is 
an LA-group.
Proof : We may assume that G is not of maximal
class and it is not metacy:cl'i.c.. Also | Gj=p^, n>5 • By Theorem 1.9
(N. Blackburn) the elements of G of order at most p form
o
a normal subgroup E of G of order pj and G/E is cyclic.
p
So E  ^ L^ and since G/L^ is not cyclic, |L^| < p .
If Z 2  L^, G has class two and there is nothing more to
show. Therefore assume that |L^| = p^ and that G has
0^-3
class c = 3. Let G = <a,E>. Then a^ e E while
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n-4 n-3
 ^ E. So a^  ^ 1. Let P(G) be the subgroup of
G generated by all , x e G. By Theorem 1.9, Cq (E)  ^ P(G).
So a^ •£ Z. Therefore |Z|  ^p^” .^ Since exp G/L^ <
|G/L^| = p^”  ^ we have exp G/L^  ^ |Z|. By Theorem 2.5,
|A (G)| k p^~^. Apply Theorem 2.6 to get |A(G)L  ^c p p
pn-2^pc-l ^ pn_
Corollary 3.7.1. Let p z 2. If Z^ is meta­
cyclic then G is an LA-group.
Theorem 3.8. If G has order p^, n  ^ 5, then 
G is an LA-group.
Proof : By Theorem 1,2 and Corollary 2.7*2 we
may assume that c = 3, n = 5. If |Z| = p, then |A(G)|p. k
p.| 1 (G) I = IG I (Theorem 1.6). Therefore take |Z| > p.
For |G/L^| = p^, by Theorem 1.10, [L^/Lgl = p and exp L^ = p.
p
Since [l^l = p and Z % L 2 , Z is not cyclic. So, by 
Theorem 2.7, |A(G)|p  ^ p^*^ = Next take |G/L^| = p^.
Then exp G/L^ 2  p^ < |Z|,so that by Theorem 2 .5 , |A^(G)lp k p-
Applying Theorem 2.6, |A(G)|p k p^.p^"”^  = p^.
Theorem 3.9. If ]G/Z|  ^p^, G is an LA-group.
Proof: For |G/Z|  ^p^, G has class two and the
result follows from Theorem 1.2. Therefore assume that 
IG/ZI = p^ and that G has class c = 3* By Theorem 1.8,
|L^|  ^p^ so that p^ k |L^1 k p^. Let |L^| = p^. Then
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if |g | = p^, exp G/L^ a p^  ^ = |z| and by Theorem 2.5,
|A^(G)lp a p"-2. Hence |A(G)|p > = p".
So take |L^| = p^. Since G is non-abelian,G/Z is non-
2 2 cyclic and exp G/Z  ^p . Let exp G/Z = p and take a e G
2
such that a^ e Z , a^ Z . Then M = <Z,a> is a maximal 
subgroup of G which is abelian. By Theorem 1.23(ii),
p^ = |M/Z| = |L^| = p3. This is impossible, so exp G/Z = p.
Since the class of G is not two, p z 2. Also Z > P(G) and 
by Theorem 1.16 (l.D. Macdonald), 1 = L^ k L^ k P(L^).
Hence exp L^ = p. But exp G/L^ k exp L^ Z/t^ = exp z/l ^ n Zk
exp Z/exp L^ n Z = exp Z/p. So p.exp G/L^ k exp Z.
Since |G/L^| = P^”^, exp G/L^ p^” .^ For
exp G/L^ = p^~^, G/L^ has type (p,p^” )^ and by Theorem 1 ..10, .
\L^/L^\ = p and exp L^ = p. Then L^ is not cyclic and so,
as Z k L^, Z is not cyclic. Similarly, for exp G/L^ ^
IZI = p^”  ^ > p^”  ^ k p exp G/L^ k exp Z and again Z is not 
cyclic. Therefore we may assume that s > 1, where s is 
the number of invariants of Z. Consider
(a) G is a PN-group. By Theorem 2.2, for m^ k k^,
|A^(G)| k p^^s k p^“^ and for k^ > m ^ , |A^(G)| k pM+t(s-l)^ p^"^ 
Applying Theorem 2.6 we get |A(G)|p k p^“^.p^”  ^ = p^^^.
(b) G = HXK, H abelian and K a PN-group.Then |K/Z(K)| =
IG/ZI = p^ so that by (a), |A(K)|p k |K|. By Corollary
2.4.2.(i), |A(G)|p > |G|.
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Corollary 3.9.1. If G has a normal subgroup
2
H of order p and G/H Is cyclic, then G is an LA-group.
In fact G = <a,K> for some a e G\H and by 
N. Blackburn [8] (Lemma 1) C^/H) has index at most p in G . 
So a^ e Cg(H) and therefore a^ £ Z . Then |Z| k |<a^>| k
p^“  ^ and IG/ZI  ^p^.
Theorem 3.10. G is an LA-group under any one 
of the following conditions.
(i) All subgroups of G of order p have the same type,
(ii) p 2 and all subgroups of G of order p^ have the 
. same type,
(iii) p  ^ 2 and all normal subgroups of G of order p^, 
r fixed 3 < r < n-1 have two generators,
(iv) p 2 and all non-cyclic subgroups of G of equal 
order have the same number of generators.
2
Proof : (i) If all subgroups of G of order p
are cyclic, then G has only one subgroup of order p and 
so G is the generalized quaternion group [49], which is a 
2-group of maximal class. If all subgroups of G of 
order p^ are elementary abelian, then x^ = 1 for every 
X £ G and the result follows from Theorem 1.3.
(ii) We may assume that all subgroups of G of order p-^  
have either two or three generators, since otherwise G 
is cyclic [49]. In the first case the result follows 
from Theorem 3.7 and in the second case from Theorem 1.3.
(iii) By Theorem 3.8 we may assume that |G | = p^, n k 6. 
Then G is either metacyclic or a 3-group of maximal class
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(N. Blackburn [11]). In the first case the result 
follows from Theorem 1.4 and in the second case from 
Corollary 2.7.1.
(iv) By Theorems 1.2, 1.3 and 3.8 we may assume that G 
has class c > 2, exp G > p and |G | k p^. Also we may 
assume that G is not of maximal class. Then by Ja.G. 
Berkovic^[6] , Theorem 9*) all proper subgroups of G are 
metacyclic and the result follows from Theorem 3.7.
Theorem 3.11. If G has order 2^ and class 
n - 2, then G is an LA-group.
Proof : Since G has class n - 2, |G/L^|  ^ 8.
If [G/L^I = 4 by Corollary 1.19.2, G has maximal class.
So |G/L^| = 8. For |Z| = 2, by Theorem 1.6, |A(G) | 2  ^
2. 11(G) I = 2^. For |Z| > 2, exp G/L^  ^ 4 = |Z|^and by
Theorem 2.5 |A^(G) | 2   ^ 8. Then by Theorem 2.6 |A(G) | 2  ^
8.2^-1 = 2^.
Theorem 3.12. Let G have order p^ and class 3.
If |G/L^| = p^, then 4  ^ n 3 5, exp Z = p and |A(G)|p k
p""-' . p” .
2
Proof : Since |G/L^| = p , G is a PN-group.
By Theorem 1.10, |L^/L2 | = p and exp 1^ = p. Hence
IG/L2 I = |G/L^|1L^/L2| = p^. But L 2  3 Z and so |G/Z| 3 p3.
As G has class 3, |G/Z|  ^p^. Therefore |G/Z| = p^ and
Z = L 2 . So exp Z = exp 1^ = p. By Theorem 1.8, |L^|  ^p^
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which gives |G| = p^|L^|  ^ p^. On the other hand |G | k p4 
as G has class 3. Hence 4 < n  ^ 5. Since Z is elementary 
abelian, by Theorem 2.2, |A^(G)| = p^^ where |Z| = p^.
Then, by Theorem 2.6, |A(G)|p k p^^.p^"^ = p2(n-3)+2 _
. p".
Theorem 3.13. Let G be a two generator group 
of order p^, class 3 and |G/L^| = p^ with m 3 ^n. Then
G is an LA-group if either exp G/L^ = p^~^ or exp G/Z = p.
Proof : If exp G/L^ = p^~^, G/L^ has type (p,p^^^),
so that by Theorem 1.10, |L^/L2 | = p and exp L^ = p.
If exp G/Z = p, by Theorem 1.21(i) exp L^/L 2  = exp L^ = p.
Since G has two generators G/L^ has two invariants and so
L^/L 2  is cyclic. Hence again |L^/L2 | = p. Therefore
in both cases |L^/L2 | = p and exp L^ = p. Then [L^l =
^n-m-l since Lg  ^ Z, s k n - m - 1  where s is the
number of invariants of Z. By Theorem 2.7, |A(G)|p k 
p2s4.c-l  ^;,2n-2m ^
We now proceed to show that if all two-maximal 
subgroups of G are abelian then G is an LA-group. It is 
reminded here that a two-maximal subgroup of G is a maximal 
subgroup of a maximal subgroup of G. We shall require the 
following result by l.D. Macdonald:
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Lemma 3.2. ([38], p. 562). If every maximal
subgroup of G has class 2, then G has class at most 3.
In particular, if G cannot be generated by two elements 
then G has class 3 for p = 3 and class 2 otherwise.
Theorem 3.14. Let all two-maximal subgroups 
of G be abelian and |G | = p^. Then,
(i) If p = 2, either G has maximal class or G has class 2,
(ii) If p 2, G has class at most 3. Moreover, if G 
has two generators and n > 6 then G is metacyclic. If G 
has more than two generators then G has class 2 and
4 3 n 3 5.
Proof : Let M be a maximal subgroup of G .
Since all maximal subgroups of M are abelian, M has class 2 
and two generators (Theorem 1.24). By Lemma 3.2, G has 
class at most 3. Consider the following cases:
(i) p = 2. If G cannot be generated by 2 elements, by
Lemma 3.2, G has class 2. So we may assume that G can
be generated by 2 elements. Then G/L^ has two invariants
m^ k m^ and G can be generated by a, b such that 
m^ m^-1 m^ m^-l
a} c L^, a^ { L^, b^ e L^, b^ | L^. Since
G and all its maximal subgroups have two generators, G
is metacyclic ([7], Corollary 2). So every subgroup of
m,—1 m^-1
2 2
G is metacyclic. If m^ > 1, H = <a ,b ,c = [a,b]>
is an abelian 2-group with more than three elements of 
order 2. Therefore H is not metacyclic. Hence = 1
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and |G/L^| = 4. Then by Corollary 1.19.2, G has maximal 
class.
(ii) p z 2. Since all maximal subgroups of G can be 
generated by 2 elements, G can be generated by 3 elements.
If G has 3 generators then by N. Blackburn ([11], Theorem 
3.1) G has class 2 (G is non-abelian) and 4 < n  ^ 5. If 
G has 2 generators and n k 6 then again by N. Blackburn ([11],
p
Theorem 4.2) either G is metacyclic or |G/L^| = p . Let 
|G/L^| = p^.' If G has class 3, then n = 4, 5 by Theorem 
3.12. If G has class 2, then L^ = Z = 0(G), as G is 
non-abelian so that all maximal subgroups of G are abelian. 
Then by Theorem 1.24 |L^| = p and n = 3. Hence for n k 6,
G is metacyclic.
Theorem 3.15. If all two-maximal subgroups o'f 
G are abelian, then G is an LA-group.
Proof: Let |G | = p^. For n 3 5, G is an LA-
group by Theorem 3.8. For n k 6, by Theorem 3.14, either 
a) G has class 2, b) G has maximal class or c) p  ^ 2 and 
G is metacyclic. In all three cases by Theorem 1.2,
Corollary 2.7.1 and Theorem 1.4 respectively G is an 
LA-group.
Corollary 3.15.1. Let p z 2. If all proper 
non-abelian subgroups of G are metacyclic, then G is an 
LA-group. , ,
Proof : G is either metacyclic or all two-maximal
subgroups of G are abelian ([34], Corollary 1).
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Finally we extend Theorem 3.8 to groups of order 
p^. However, we have to exclude the case p = 2.
Theorem 3.16. Let p z 2. If G has order p^, 
then G is an LA-group.
Proof : We may assume that G has class c with
5 > c > 2 and by Theorems 2.4 and 3.8 that G is a PN-group. 
For |Z| = p , by Theorem 1.6, |A(G)|p k p|l(G)| =|G|. For
IZI k p^, IG/ZI  ^ p^ and by Theorem 3.9/G is an LA-group.
Thus we take |Z| = p^. Finally, let 0(G) % Z so that 
G = ZM for some maximal subgroup M of G. Then |A(M)|p k 
|MI = p^ by Theorem 3.8^so that by Theorem 1.7 (K.G. Hummel) 
G is an LA-group. Therefore we may take 0(G) k Z .
Consider the following cases:
c = 4 , Then p^ > |G/L^| k p^. Let |G/L^| = p^. Then
exp G/L^ 3 p2 = IZI and by Theorem 2.5j |A^(G)1 k p^.
Therefore by Theorem 2.6, |A(G)|p k p^.p^“^ = p^. Next
p
take |G/L^| = p . As L^  ^Z^ and G/Z^ is not cyclic we
have |G/Zg| = p^ so that L^ = Z^. By Theorem 1.10,
IL1 /L 2 I = p. Since k p and L^  ^ Z^, L^ = Z^.
Let H be a normal subgroup of G of order p-^  and exponent 
p. Then H <: Z^ = L^ and |L^/H| = p. Hence L^/H  ^ Z(G/H)
which implies that L 2  = [L^,G]  ^ H. But IL2 I = p^ = |H|
and so H = L 2  = Z2 . Then exp Z = exp Z 2  = p and so
8 = 2 C s is the number of invariants of Z ). By
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Theorem 2.7, |A(G)|p > p2s+c-l _ pC+3 _ p7 ^ Therefore
we may assume that G has no normal subgroups of order p^ 
and exponent p. Then/by N. Blackburn ([11], Theorem 1.1)
G is absolutely regular. Hence G is regular and so 
|G/P(G)| = |E(G)|  ^ p^. Then G is metacyclic and by 
Theorem 1.4,G is an LA-group.
c = 3 . Then k |G/L^| k p^. By Theorem 3.12,
I G/Lp I p^. Since G has class 3, G/Z has class 2 < p 
and by P. Hall ([24], p. 137) G/Z has either type (p^,p^) 
or (p,p,p,p). In the first case G/Z is metacyclic and 
the result follows from Theorem 1.5. In the second case 
P(G) 3 Z so that by Theorem 1.16 (l.D. Macdonald)
P(L^) 3 Lp 3 L^ = 1. Thus exp L^ = p. Let |G/L^| = p^.
If G has two generators the result follows from Theorem 3.13. 
If G/L^ is elementary abelian, then Z < 0(G) = L^ so that
exp Z = p and s = 2. Applying Theorem 2.7, |A(G)|p k 
p2s+c-l _ pC+3 _ p6^ Therefore we may take |G/L^| = p^.
Since G/fc^zJis elementary abelian, 0(G)  ^L^Z. Also 
L^Z  ^ 0(G) so that 0(G) = L^Z. As |L^ n Z| k p,
10(G) I = |L^Z| < p^. Hence G/L^ has more than two invariants 
and so exp G/L^  ^ p = | Z | . By Theorem 2.5, |A^(G)1 k p 
and by Theorem 2.6, |A(G)|p k p^.p^~^ = p^.
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CHAPTER POUR
A BOUND FOR THE FUNCTION g(h)
In this Chapter a new bound is obtained for the 
function g(h) for which |A(G)|p > whenever |G| k p&(^) 
W.R. Scott first conjectured the existence of such 
functions, and proved that g(2) = 3 [43]. In 1956 
Ledermann and Neumann have shown that in the general case 
of finite groups (h-l)^p^”^ + h is such a function [36]. 
Since then, many papers have appeared on this topic 
reducing the bound of g(h) considerably [20], [2 9 ], [32]. 
For finite p-groups the best bound known so far was 
obtained by K.H. Hyde in [32]. He proved that
r ^h(h-3) + 3 for h k 5
g(h) = <
^h + 1 for h 3 4.
The ultimate aim is, of course, to find the
least function g(h) for which |A(G)|p  ^p^ whenever
IG I k For cyclic p-groups g(h) = h + 1 and for
elementary abelian p-groups of order greater than p,
g(h) = ^ ^ /l+8h. Also for LA-groups g(h) 3 h.
Since non-cyclic abelian p-groups of order greater than 
2
p are LA-groups, we are only concerned with non-abelian 
p-groups. For such groups we improve K.H. Hyde’s result 
to
r for h % 121_2
g(h) = i 2h - 2 for h < 11
^ h for h 3 5.
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Also we give other expressions for g(h) when G belongs to 
certain classes of finite p-groups.
Throughout this chapter, h will be a positive 
integer and g(h) a function for which |A(G)|p k p^
whenever |G | > p^^^\ By Theorem 1.2 (R. Faudree), if G 
has class c = 2, then |A(G)|p k |g |. Therefore we take 
G to have class c > 2.
We begin by proving the following.
Lemma 4.1. Let m^  ^m^  ^ ...  ^m^ k 1 be the
m_+mp(c-l)
invariants of G/L^. Then exp G  ^p . For t = 2
m,+m2(c-l)-2
exp Z  ^ exp  ^ p
Proof : By Theorem 1.10 (N. Blackburn),
mp m (c-1).
p k exp L^/Lp  ^ ...  ^ exp so that exp L^ 3 p
m,+mp(c-l)
Hence exp G  ^ p . Let t = 2. Then G can be
generated by two elements. By Theorem 1.12 (A. Mann)
exp L . = exp G/Z , = p^ (say). Since G/Z  ^ is not
C"“-L C — _L C — JL
cyclic  ^ P^^^ and so |G/Z^_2 | > p^*^. By
mp
Theorem 1.10, |L^/L2 |  ^ p so that IG/L2 I = 1G/L^|.|L^/L2 |  ^
m, +2m.p
P ^ . Then IG/L2 I = IG/Z2 -2 I.IZC-2 /L 2 I Gives
m,+2m2“b-2 m2(c-3)+b
|Zc-2^^2l ^ P , as L2 3 Z^_2. But exp < p ^
and Z  ^ Z^ 2  as c > 2. Hence exp Z  ^ exp Z^ _ 2  ^
mL+m2(c-l)-2
l^c-2^^2 I ' & 2  3 p
The following Lemma is an immediate consequence 
of Lemma 8.5 in [36] (Ledermann and Neumann).
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outer automorphisms which is isomorphic to P =    ^
_sb
Lemma 4.2. If |G/Z| = and > kg & ... s k^ a 1 
are the invariants of Z, then A(G) has a p-subgroup F of
a-  ^ . xf
where = sup (l,p ^ ) and | f | > |Z|.p'
Remark Below we shall be using the invariants
m ^ , k^ of G/L^ and Z respectively as given in Lemmas 4.1, 4.2.
In this Chapter, we reserve the symbols m., k. for these
1 3-
invariants and use them without further explanation.
Now we proceed with the main result of this Chapter.
Theorem 4.1. ' Let G be non-cyclic of order
greater than p^^ If |G | k then |A(G)|p  ^ p^,
r h for h < 5
where g(h) = < 2h-2 for h < 11
for h % 12
We prove this Theorem by considering the three branches of 
g(h) separately. As mentioned earlier we take c > 2.
Theorem 4.1a. g(h) = h, for h < 5.
Proof : From Theorem 2.7 we have |A(G)|p  ^ p2s+c-l  ^
p^*^. Since c > 2 the only case to consider is c = 3, 
h - 5. By Theorem 2.4 we may assume that G is a PN-group.
For IZI = p , by Theorem 1.6, jA(G)|p > p.|l(G)| = |G | k p^.
So take |Z| > p. If |G/L^| = p^, by Lemma 4.1, exp Z 3
p^”  ^ = p and therefore s a 2. Then |A(G)|p ^
pG+3 = pG > If ]G/L^|  ^ p^, since G/L^ is non-cyclic.
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we get |A^(G)| = I Horn (G/L^,Z)|  ^ p^. Then by Theorem
2.6, |A(G)|p  ^p3.p°  ^= p5 = pb
Theorem 4.1b. g(h) = 2h - 2, for h  ^ 11.
Proof : Let |G/Z| = p^. For b k h - 1 by
Theorem 1.6, |A(G)|p  ^ p.|l(G)| = pf^^ k p^. Therefore 
we may assume that b  ^h - 2 so that k > g(h) - (h-2) = h (1), 
where |Z| = p^. By Lemma 4.2, |A(G)|p  ^ |r|.|l(G)| >
pk-sb+b  ^ph s = 1. So take s > 1. Consider the 
following cases :
(A) G is a PN-group. By Theorem 2.6 it is enough to show 
that a  ^h - c + 1 where |A^(G)| = p^. For m^ ^  k^ by
Theorem 2.2(ii) and (1), a k k + s > h. So take k^ > m^
and let k.  ^m, > k.,. for some i, s > i k 1. Then1 1 1+1 '
m^ > 1 and m > 2. Let i = 1. By Theorem 2.2(iv),
a ^ m + k - k ^ +  (t-l)(s-l)  ^m + t. Here m + t + c ^ h ^ l l
since otherwise a ^ m + t ^ h - c + 1 .  Apply Lemma 4.1.
For t > 3, k^ 3 m^ + m^Cc-l), so that by (l), a k m+h-k^+1 k 
h-m2(c-2) + 2 k h-c+1 since m+c  ^ 8 and m^  ^ 2. For t =2, 
k^ < m^ + m 2 (c-1) - 2 and so a k m+h-k^+1 k h-m2(c-2)+3  ^h-c+1 
since m+c  ^ 9 and m^ ^ 3. So take i>l. By Theorem 2.2(iv),
a  ^ im+t(s-i; s 31+t  ^ 8. Since h 3 11, a > h-c+1 except
when m=c=3, t=2, h=ll. In this case, by Lemma 4.1 
exp Z  ^ p^~^ = p^, so that 2s k k > h. Then a^im+t(s-l) > 
i+2s > h. Finally take k. >m.. By Theorem 2.2(iv), a = ms.
5 _L
For h < ms+c, a  ^h-c+1. So let h k ms+c. Since s > 1 and
h 3 11 we get 2 ^ m ^ 4 ,  3 ^ c ^ 7 .  Consider
m = 2 . Then Lemma 4.1 gives exp Z^ pC-2 go that (c-2)s z k > h.
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By substituting c = 3 ,  4, 5, 6, 7 in this inequality
we get a = 2s  ^h - c + 1 in ail cases since s is an 
integer.
m = 3. Then a = 3s  ^ 6 so that c 2  5. Lemma 4.1 gives
exp Z <: for t = 2 and exp Z 2  p^ for t = 3. So
3 c and cs % k % h. By substituting c = 3, 4, 3 in 
this inequality we get a = 3 s ^ h - c + l i n  all cases.
m = 4 . Then a = 4s > 8 and so c = 3» As above Lemma
, Po — P il 0 + 1 il
4.1 gives exp Z <: p = p for t = 2 and exp Z  ^ p = p
for t  ^ 3. Hence k^ < 4 and so a = 4s  ^k  ^ h.
(B) G = H%K, H abelian of order p^ and K a PN-group.
Then |K|= |G|.p”^ > p2(d-r)-2 that by (A), |A(K)|p > p^”^ ,
since h - r < 11. By Corollary 2.4.2, |A(G)|p k |A(K)|p.p^*^ >
ph+s.
Remark. It can be shown by a similar method, 
that if p7 divides |G ] then p^ divides [A(G)[ and if p^ 
divides |G | then p^ divides |A(G)|. Also Theorem 4.1b 
holds for h = 12. The proofs are quite elaborate and 
lengthy and are therefore omitted.
For the proof of the last part of Theorem 4.1 
we shall require the use of certain inequalities. We 
list them with Roman numerals (^ (1 ) - (VII)3o They are 
proved separately in an Appendix on p. 60.
Theorem 4.1c. g(h) = ^h^, h 12.
Proof : Let |G/Z| = p . As in Theorem 4.1b we
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tâk© b  ^ h — 2 30 fchS-t k s g(b) ~ (h—2) — — h 2  ^ hj
k«—b . ,
as h a 12. If k^ a h, by Lemma 4.2, |r^| a p a p 
so that |A(G)|p a |r^||l(G)| a p^. If k^ = h - 1 = kg, 
then |A(G)|p & | | | f g ]|I(G)[ & p2h-b-2 % p% as b s h - 2. 
Therefore we may assume that k^ s h - 1 and k^ s h - 2 
for 1 % 2. Then (h-2)(s-l) % k - > ^h^ _ h + 2 - (h-1) =
^(h-10)(h-2) - j. Since s is an integer we get:
s — 1 k ^(h—10) (1).
Consider the following cases:
(A) G is a PN-group. By Theorem 2.6 it is enough to 
show that a  ^ h - c + 1, where |A^(G)| = p^. Therefore
we may assume that h > a + c (2). If m^  ^ k^, by
Theorem 2.2(ii) a ^ k +  s > h. So take k^ > m^ and 
apply Theorem 2.2(iv).
m  ^ 6. First let k^  ^m^ > k_^^ for some i, s > i a 1.
By Theorem 2.2(iv), a k im + k - (k^+...+k^) + (t-D(s-i) k 
im + (s-i)t. Substituting in (2) we get h  ^ im + (s-i)t+c a
6i + 5. As k^ 3 h - 1 and k^ 3 h - 2 for i k 2,
a  ^ 6i + ^h — h + 2 — (h—1) — (i—l)(h—2) + 1 =
^h^ - h(i+l) + 8l + 2 & h - 2 k h - c + 1 by (I) since
h k 6i + 5. Next let k^ a m^. By Theorem 2.2(iv), a = ms.
So by (2), h > ms + c. For m % 7, by (1), a = 7s %
^(h-10) + 7  ^ h - 2 k h - c + l  since h k 7s + c a 17.
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Let m = 6. Again by (1), a = 6 s  k h - 1 0 + 6 = h - 4 k
h - c + 1  for c  ^ 5. Take c  ^ 4. By Lemma 4.1
exp Z p3c-2 t = 2, and exp Z  ^  ^ for
t  ^ 3. Hence k^ ^ 3c - 2  ^ 10 and so 10s  ^ k. Then
60s k 6k k h^ - 6h + 12 k 10(h-2) since h  ^ 6s + c  ^ 15 
by (2). S o a - 6 s ^ h - 2 ^ h - c + l .  It remains to
show that a ^ h - c + l i s  valid for 2 3 m  ^ 5.
m = 2. By Lemma 4.1, exp Z  ^p^~^ so that (c-2)s k k >
- h + 2 (3). Then 2(o-2)s a 2k a |h^ - 2h + 4 >
(c-2)(h-c+1) by (II), except when c = 7, 8, 9 and h  ^ l4. 
Therefore a = 2s k h - c + 1, except in the above cases. 
In the special cases by substituting values of h and c in
(3) we get again 2s a h - c + 1 as s is an integer.
m = 3. First let k^ a m^ > k^^^, for some i, s > i  ^ 1.
Then m^ > 1 and Lemma 4.1 gives exp Z < p^"^. So k^ < c-1.
By Theorem 2.2(iv), a k 3i + k - (k^+...+k^) + 1 so that
h > 3i + c + 2 by (2). Therefore a k 3i + ^h^ - h + 2 -
i(c-l) + 1 = gh^ _ h - Ic + 4l + 3 2 h - c + 1 by (III).
Next let kg  ^m^. Then a = 3s and exp Z 2 p^ by Lemma 4.1.
So cs a k a ^h^ - h + 2, and 3cs k ^h^ - 3h + 6 a c(h-c+1) 
by (IV). Hence a = 3s k h - c + 1.
m = 4. Lemma 4.1 gives exp Z  ^ p^^“  ^ for t = 2
and exp Z  ^p^^^ < p^^”  ^ for t > 3. So k,  ^ 2c - 2 and
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2(c-l)s > k  ^ - h + 2 (4). Let k^ > > k^^^ for
some 1, s > i > 1. Then a > 4i + k - i(2c-2) + 1 =
^h^ - h + 6 i - 2ci + 3 ^ h - c  + l b y  (V), since h ^
a + c ^ 4 i + c + 2 .  Take k^  ^m^. Then a = 4s and so
h  ^ 4s + c (5 ). For h  ^ 17, (1) gives s  ^ 3 so that
h  ^ 12 + c. From (4) we get 4(c-l)s k 2k % ^h^ - 2h + 4 ^
(c-1 ) (h-c+1) by (VI) for h k 17 and for all h if c 4.
Therefore in these cases a = 4s a h - c + 1. Assume h < 17
Taking into consideration (5) and the fact that s > 1 we
get 4s k h - c + 1  in all but the following cases: c=8 ,
h = 1 6  ; c = 7, b = 1 5 , 1 6 ; c = 6 , h = 14, 15,l6;c = 5 ,
h % 1 3 . In these cases, (4) gives s > 3. Therefore
a = 4s & 12  ^h - c + 1 in all cases.
m = 5 . As above, for t = 2, exp Z  ^p^^“^ and for t k 3 ,
exp Z < p^^. So k^  ^ 2c and 2cs ^  k > ^h^ - h + 2 (6).
For k^  ^m^ > k^^^ for some i, s > i ^ l , a ^ 5 i + k -
-) p "
(k^+...+k_) + 1 k 51 + - h + 2 - 2ci + 1 k h - c + 1
by (V),as h ^ a + c ^ 5 i  + c + 2 .  Let k^ k m Then
a = 5s and h k a + c = 5s + c. From (6) we get 
lOcs % 5k % - 5h + 10 % 2c(h-c+l) by (VII). Hence
a = 5 s k h - c  + l.
(B) G = Hx.K,H abelian of order p^ and K a PN-group. 
Then |K| = |G|.p~^ S: p^^^^”^^and by Corollary 2.4.2 
|A(G)|p k |A(K)|p.p^^^. We may assume that r < h - s
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otherwise there is nothing to show. For g(h) - r  ^ 11,
by Theorem 4.1b, |A(K)|p  ^ as g(h) - r  ^ 2(h-r) - 2 ;
for g(h) - r > 12, by part (A), |A(K)|p > p^"^, as
g(h) - r k ^(h-r)^ for r < h - s. Therefore |A(G)1 >
P
|A(K)|p.pr+s . ph+s
Remark. It is possible to show by using a similar
1 2technique that for h  ^ 50 we can take g(h) = yh . Even for 
smaller values of h, g(h) can be reduced. For example, 
we can take g(l8) = 52 instead of ^ 18^ = 54 as given 
above.
Below we consider the case when G belongs to 
certain classes of finite p-groups and find some other 
expressions for g(h).
Theorem 4.2. For p odd, if p^ divides |G | 
then p^ divides |A(G)|.
Proof : Let |G | = p^. By Theorems 3.8, 3.l6
we may assume that n k 7. Also by Theorem 2.4 we may
take G to be a PN-group. Let |G/Z| = p^. For b > 5,
by Theorem 1.6, |A(G)|p > p|l(G)| k p^. For b 3 3, by
Theorem 3.9, |A(G)| k | G | k p*^ . Therefore we take
b = 4 so that k = n - 4 k 3 (1), where |Z| = p^. Since
I G/Z I p^, c < 4. Let |G/L^| = p^. For m = 2,
by Lemma 4.1, exp Z  ^p^”  ^  ^ p^ and Z is not cyclic.
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Then by Theorem 2.7, |A(G)|p k ^ k p^. Therefore
take m k 3 and Z cyclic (2). For exp G/L^ k |z|, by
Theorem 2.2, |A^(G)| k p^^^ k p^ and by Theorem 2.6,
|A(G)|p k p^.p^“  ^ k p^. Let exp G/L^ < |Z|. By
Theorem 2.5, |A^(G)| k p^. So we are done if we show that
m k 6 - c + l o r m + c k 7 .  This however always holds 
unless m = c = 3. Then G/L^ has either type (p,p^) 
or (p,p,p). The first case is not possible since then, by
Lemma 4.1 exp Z  ^ p^~^  ^ p^, and Z would not be cyclic.
P
In the second case L^ = 0(G) and exp L^ < p . By
Lemma 4.1 exp Z  ^ p^ = p^ so that by (1) and (2)
k = 3 , n = 7 .  As Z  ^L^ = 0 ( G ) , G = Z M  for some
maximal subgroup M of G . By Theorem 3.16, |A(M)|p k |M|
and therefore by Theorem 1.7, |A(G)[p k | G | k p"^ .
Corollary 4.2.1. For p odd we can take 
g(h) = h, h 3 6.
Theorem 4.3. Let n be an integer such that 
p^^ k |G|, where c is the class of G . For h k 5 we can 
take
g(h) = nh - 5(n-l).
Proof : By Theorem 4.1a we may assume that
h k 6. Let IZI = p^ and |G/Z[ = p^. For b k h - 1,
by Theorem 1.6, |A(G)|p k p|l(G)| k p^. So we take
b 3 h - 2. Then k k g(h) - (h-2) = (h-5)(n-l) + 2 k
h - 3, as n k 2. From p^° k IG I we get c k h - 2
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for n = 2 ,  c k h - 3  for n = 3, 4 and c > h - 4 for n > 5. 
Also by Theorem 2.7 we may take c 3 h - 2, otherwise
|A(G)|p k k p^. Let G = HxK, H abelian of order p^
c+1and K a PN-group. Then K has class c and |A(K)|p k p
(Theorem 2.7). By Corollary 2.4.2, |A(G)|p > a
c+4 hp k p as r k 1, s k 2. Therefore we may further 
assume that G is a PN-group. By Theorem 2.6, it is 
enough to show that a k h - c + 1, where |A^(G)1 = p^.
Now apply Theorem 2.2. to get: for m ^ k k ^ , a k k + s k
h - 2 k h - c + l a s k k h - 3 ,  c > 2; for k^ > m^,
a k m + t(s-l). It remains therefore to show that
m + t(s-l) k h - c + 1 (1). Consider the following cases
n = 2. Then c = h - 2 so that (1) holds unless m = 2.
When m = 2, exp Z  ^p^~^ = p^~^ (Lemma 4.1) so that Z
is not cyclic as k k h - 3. Therefore m + t(s-l) k 
m + t = 4 > h - c + l .
n = 3, 4. Then h - 2 k c k h - 3 s o  that (I) holds for 
m k 3 except when m = 3 , c = h - 3 »  In this case
k k (h-5)(n-l) + 2 k h - 2 as h > 6. By Lemma 4.1,
exp Z 3 p^ = p^“  ^ and so Z is not cyclic. Hence
m + t(s-l) k m + t k 5 > h - c + l .  Let m = 2. Then
exp Z  ^p^”  ^  ^ p^“  ^ and again Z is not cyclic. So 
m + t(s-l) k m + t = 4 k h - c + l .
n — 5. Then h - 2 k c k h - 4  and k k (h-5)(n-l) + 2 k h
k-sb+b  ^ph
So take s > 1. Then m + t(s-l) k h - c + 1 except when
By Lemma 4.2, |A(G)|p k |r||l(G)| k p" ^b b  ^^h s = 1
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m = 2 , c = h - 4 .  In this case exp Z  ^ p^”  ^ = p^~^  ^
so that (h-6)s k k. But k k (h-5)(n-l) + 2 > 2(h-6) 
as h > 6. Hence s > 2 and so m + t(s-l) k m + 2t =
6 > h - c + 1.
Corollary 4.3.1. If G has large class, then 
we can take g(h) = 2h - 5 for h k 5.
The following Theorem is of some interest in 
its own right. It covers the case in which the class c 
of G is small relative to its order. First we prove 
the following.
Lemma 4 . 3 . Let h - c k / 3 c - 6 . Then
(i) h(h-c-2) + 4 k (c-2)(h-c+1),
(ii) h(h-c-2) + 4 k (c-l)(h-c), provided h, c are integers 
with c k 3 and h k 6.
Proof : (i) (h-c)^ k (3c-6) is equivalent t
h(h-c-2) + 4 k (c-2)(h-c+1).
(ii) Observe that for c = 4, h k 7 so that (ii) holds
for c 3 4. If c k 5, / 3 c -6 ^ c - 2. So (h-c)^ - 
(h-c) k (3c-6) - (c-2) = 2c - 4. Then h(h-c-2) + h - 
c(h-c) + c k 2c - 4, which gives the result.
Theorem 4.5. Let G have class c. Then
g(h) = ^h(h-c) for h - c k /3c-6.
Proof : By Theorem 4.1a we may assume that for
c = 3, h k 6 so that h - c k 3 (1). As before we take |G/Z| = p^
o
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b  ^h - 2. So k > g(h) - (h-2) = ^h(h-c-2) + 2, where
|Z| = p^. Observe that ^h(h-c-2) + 2 k h - c + l .  In
factjfor c k 4 this follows from Lemma 4.3(1). For c = 3,
^h(h-5) + 2 k h - 2 ,  a s h k 6 .  Therefore k k h - c + 1.
Let ^(h-c-2) k s. Then k - sb > ^(h-c-2)(h-b) + 2 > h - b^
and by Lemma 4.2, |A(G)|p k |r|.|l(G)| > p^-sb+b  ^ph^
Therefore we take s k — (h-c-1). Consider the following 
cases :
(A) G is a PN-group. Applying Theorem 2.6 we have to
show that a k h - c + 1, where |A^(G)| = p^. If m^ k k^,
by Theorem 2.2, a k k + s  > h - c + l ,  a s k k h - c + 1 .
Let k'^  > m^. Then a k m + t(s-l) k h - c + 1 for m k 4,
as s k ^(h-c-1). The only cases left are m = 2, 3.
Consider
m = 2 . By Lemma 4.1, exp Z  ^p^”  ^ and so (c-2)s k k.
This gives 2(c-2)s k 2k k h(h-c-2) + 4 k (c-2)(h-c+1) by
Lemma 4.3(1). Hence a = 2s k h - c + 1.
m = 3 . For t = 2, exp Z  ^p^”  ^ so that s(c-l) k k.
This gives 2s(c-l) k 2k k h(h-c-2) + 4 k (c-1)(h-c) by 
Lemma 4.3(11). Then a k l + 2 s k h - c + l .  Let t = 3.
Then exp Z 3 p^ and so cs k k . Hence 2cs k 2k k h(h-c-2) + 4
By (1), h - c k 3. For h - c = 3, since h - c k /3c-6,
c 5. Then 2cs k h + 4  = c + 7 > 2 c  and so s > 1.
If h - c k 4 we have s k ^(h-c-1) > 1. Therefore
a = 3s k 2 + 2s k h - c + 1.
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(B) G = HxK, H abelian of order p and K a PN-group.
Then K has class c and by Corollary 2.4.2, |A(G)| k |A(K)| .p^^^p p e
If |K/Z(K)| k ph-r-1, by Theorem 1.6, |A(K)|p a p^"^ so 
that |A(G)|p > p^. Therefore we take |K/Z(K)| s ph-r-2^
Since |K| = |G|.p"^ a pS(h)-r |Z(K)| a plh(h-c-2)+2
Let a be the number of invariants of Z(K). As in (A) 
we may assume that a k i(h-c-l). Then by Theorem 2.7, 
lA(K)|p a p2o+c-l a ph-2 and so |A(G)|p > p^.
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APPENDIX
In this Appendix we solve the inequalities (I) -
(VII) used in Theorem 4.1c. The proofs are trivial and
p
reduce to solving inequalities of the form x(h) = ah +bh+c > 0 
where a, b, c are integers and a > 0. In the following we 
assume that x(h) has real roots and require that h > R, 
where R is the greatest root of x(h). As in Theorem 4.1c 
we take h k 12, c k 3, i k 1.
(I) - h(i+l) + 8i + 2 a h - 2  for h > 6l + 5.
This inequality is equivalent to h^ - 6h(i+2) + 48i + 24 > 0.
So R = 3(i+2) + /9i^-12i+12 = 12 s h for i = 1. For i > 1,
R s 3(i+2) + /9i^-12i+12+(6 i-11) = 3(i+2) + /(3i-l)^ = 6i+5 s h
(II) - 2h + 4 a (c-2)(h-c+1) for h a 15 or for h a 12
provided either c  ^ 6 or c > 10.
This inequality is equivalent to h^ - 3ch + 3c^ - 9c + 18 k 0.
Sin'ce c^ - I8c + 8l = (c-9)^ a 0, R = |c + V-3o^+36c-72 s
|c + |/-3c^+36c-72+12(c^-18c+81) = |c + |(3(10-c)) = 15 a h. 
For c £ 6, c^ - 15c + 54 a 0. So
= |c + I
Observe that for c k 10 the inequality has complex roots.
R s |c + |y-3c^+36c-72+12(c^-15c+54) 2^ 2^3(8 c)) 12 £ h.
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(Ill) ^ ^ - h - i c  + 4i + 3 ^ h - c  + l for h > 3i + c + 2.
This inequality is equivalent to h^ - 12h - 6ic + 24i+6c+12 > 0 
Since 9i^ + c^ _ 2c - 8 > 0, R = 6 + /24+6ic-24i-6c <
6 + y&4+6ic-24i-6c+(9i^+c2_2c-8) = 6 + (3i+c-4) < h.
(IV) |h^ - 3h + 6 k c(h-c+l).
This inequality is equivalent to h^ - 2h(3+c) + 2c^-2c+12 k 0. 
Since c^ - 13c + 4 2 k O , R = 3 + c +  /-c^+8c-3 < 3 + c + 
/-c^+8c-3+2(c^-13c+42) = 3 + c + (9-c) = 12 < h.
(V) - h + 5i - 2ci + 3 ^ h - c  + l for h k 4i + c + 2.
This inequality is equivalent to h^-12h+30i-12ci+6c+12 k 0.
So R = 6+/24-30i+12ci-6c. For i = 1, R = 6+/6c-6 < 6 + c  ^ h 
if c k 5, and R < 6+/2T < 12 < h if c < 5. For i > 1, since 
l6i^ + c^ -4ci - 2i - 2c - 8 = (2i-c+l)^ + 12i^ - 6i - 9 > 0,
R < 6 + /24-30i+12ci-6c+(l6i^+c^-4ci-2i-2c-8 = 6 + (4i+c-4) < h
(VI) i-h^  - 2h + 4 k (c-1) (h-c+1) for h k 12 + c or for c 3 4. 
This inequality is equivalent to h^-3h(c+l)+3c^-6c+15  ^ 0.
Since c^ - 21c + 123 a 0, R = |(c+l)+|/-3c^+42c-51  ^
|(c+l) + i/-3c^+42c-51+4(c^-21c+123) = |(c+l) + |(21-c) = 
c + 12 3 h. For c 3 4, R 3 12 3 h.
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(VII) |h^ - 5h + 10 > 2c(h-c+l) for h > 10 + c .
This inequality is equivalent to 5h^-6h(5+2c)+12c^-12c+60 > 0 
Since 5c^-62c+260 k 0, R = |(5+2c) + |/-24c^ + 240c-75 ^
|(5+2c) + i /  2 4 c ^ + 2 4 0 c - 7 5 + 5 ( 5 c ^ - 6 2 c +260) =
|(5+2c) + |(35-c) = 10 + c 3 h.
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